AT RIVER’S
EDGE
Classic cottages set the
foundation for a modern
dwelling on the
banks of the Deschutes.
W R I T T E N BY C H R I S T I N E D E O R I O
P H O T O G R A P H Y BY C H R I S T O P H E R D I B B L E

Architecture: Karen Smuland, Karen Smuland Architect
Interior Design: Lucy Roland, Harper House Design
Home Builder: Trevin Duey, Trevin Duey Construction
Landscape Architecture: Michael Szabo, Szabo Landscape Architecture
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T

he small, nearly century-old
cottage on the banks of the
Deschutes River in Bend may
have been humble, but architect
Karen Smuland and designer
Lucy Roland knew it well—not
for its design, but for its enviable
location. “The property it sat on is
unbeatable: right on the river and next to one of
the greatest parks in town,” Roland says. What’s
more, the double lot is elevated above the water,
“so you get incredible views from the ground
level,” Smuland adds.
For a young family making the move from
Hong Kong to Bend, the location provided an
opportunity to pursue their active lifestyle without
restraint. “They’re the most outdoorsy people I’ve
ever met, and the perfect representation of why
people move to Bend,” Roland says. “Here, they
could have space and a true indoor-outdoor
living situation.”
But not in the old cottage. Though Smuland
and general contractor Trevin Duey explored
ways to expand the structure, a feasibility study
revealed that the foundation only supported a
fraction of the home’s footprint—a patchwork
of additions made over the years—and that the
second story the homeowners required wouldn’t
be possible without a cost-prohibitive retrofit.
“When we came to the conclusion that the house
had to go, we wanted to avoid sending everything
to the landfill,” Duey recalls. So, the team invited
neighbors and Habitat for Humanity’s ReStore to
salvage windows, doors, cabinets, appliances, and
plumbing and lighting fixtures, then embarked
on a painstaking deconstruction process,
separating and recycling siding, concrete, asphalt
shingles and wood.
While the complete demolition of the existing
structure offered something of a blank slate,
Smuland still needed to work within some other
parameters on the site. A 40-foot setback from
the Deschutes’ rock bluffs and riparian habitat
would shape her design, as would the property’s
heritage apple and Russian olive trees, which the
architect chose to save. “Although we didn’t have
to preserve everything, it felt important to keep
some aspects of the former house,” she says. The
shade of another large tree dictated the shape
and placement of shed roofs that accommodate
a large photovoltaic array.

Working within these parameters—and keeping
in mind the homeowners’ taste for Scandinavianmodern style—Smuland designed a two-story
home with river views and outdoor access from
nearly every room. On the main floor, a large,
folding glass door connects the open-plan
kitchen, dining and great room to a multilevel
patio. The second-floor owners’ suite includes
a bedroom and den that open onto a balcony
overlooking the water.
A dark exterior palette of charred, stained and
brushed tongue-and-groove cedar, stucco and
board-formed concrete exudes a quiet presence
nestled into a setting by landscape architect
Michael Szabo. Light cedar soffits and beams hint
at the airier mood inside, where soft white walls,
cool gray concrete countertops, and white oak
floors and cabinets amplify the natural light that
streams in through broad windows. “The linear
windows make the house feel more horizontal
and less vertical; less cluttered and more open
to the sky,” Smuland says.
Roland also had views in mind when selecting
clean-lined, neutral furnishings that rely on rich
textures for warmth and impact. “We don’t have
a lot of bold patterns in here,” she says. “It’s very
subdued—because when you have a view like
this, why would you try to fight it? When you
walk in the house, your eye flows through and
out to the river.”
In the great room, a daybed upholstered in
a green bouclé, a vintage brass drum table
and a sofa covered in gray wool gather around
a concrete hearth. “A cement-faced fireplace
could read very cool and contemporary,” Roland
says, “but when you add in a rustic oak mantel,
it changes everything.” Wood plays a similar
role in the kitchen. Applied to the hood and the
face of the island, it provides a warm contrast
to white flat-panel cabinets and handmade,
three-dimensional backsplash tile, which Roland
loves for its eye-catching texture. “It’s subtle yet
dramatic,” she says. “It’s kind of unexpected, too.”
But the most surprising design moment awaits
in the powder room, where Roland papered the
walls in a bold, abstract pattern in vibrant shades
of blue. “The powder room is where you can go
big and outside the box,” she says. But not too
far—with shapes and colors evocative of cool
rapids, even this detail ensures that the river is
never far from mind.

Designer Lucy Roland fashioned a cozy reading nook in the main suite of this Bend home. The custom window seat’s
cushion is upholstered in Kravet’s Babbit fabric, and the pillows are covered in textiles by Rebecca Atwood, Kerry
Joyce, St. Frank and Walter G. The Amélie sconce is from Cedar & Moss.
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Right: Roland refreshed the
homeowners’ Room & Board table
and buffet with a new, dark finish
and placed them in the dining area.
The branch-like arms of the delicate
Heracleum II pendant by Bertjan
Pot for Moooi lighten the mood, and
Four Hands’ brass-rimmed Bellvue
round mirror reflects the gorgeous
view. For more light, there is a pair
of Visual Comfort lamps.
Opposite: An awning window
imported from Australia floods the
kitchen with sun, drawing attention
to the subtle textures of the Heath
Ceramics backsplash tiles and the
concrete countertops by Cement
Elegance. A trio of Gubi’s Ronde
pendants shines on the island’s
waterfall top and Williamsen
counter stools by McGee & Co.
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“ T H E D O U B L E LOT I S
E L E VAT E D A B O V E
T H E WAT E R , S O YO U
GET INCREDIBLE
VIEWS FROM THE
G R O U N D L E V E L .”
–KAREN SMULAND

Multilevel terraces wrap the back of the house, their textured, board-formed concrete walls providing a gentle transition
from built environment to riverfront. Integrated heaters facilitate nearly year-round use of the outdoor kitchen and dining area.
Terra Outdoor Living counter stools pull up to the bar; the Sonoma lounge chairs are by Four Hands.
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Right: “Scandi-drama,” was
Roland’s design vision for the
powder room, which features Rule
of Three’s bold Topo wallcovering.
A Visual Comfort sconce by
Barbara Barry illuminates the
powder-coated white finish of
Watermark’s Brooklyn 31 faucet.
Opposite: “The main bedroom is
on the smaller side,” Roland says,
“so our goal was to bring in interest
and texture without overwhelming
the space.” A wood-framed bed
with caned insets from Four Hands
is dressed in Brooklinen bedding
and paired with Chelsea Textiles
nightstands. Arteriors’ porcelain
Robertson lamps sport an ivory
crackle finish. The artworks above
the bed are by Allie Blanchard.
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Working with the site’s natural
grade and hefty boulders—and
a new stone retaining wall—the
design team created a waterfront
terrace in a spot once overgrown
with weeds. Room & Board’s
durable Emmet lounge chairs are
perfectly positioned to take in the
view of the Deschutes.
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